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C O L O U R S Y M B O L I S M 

BY DONALD A. MACKENZIE. 

COLOUR symbolism, as a line of anthropological research, 
is worthier of closer attention than is usually accorded to 
it. In this paper, which is necessarily limited in range and 
extent, I can do little more than emphasise the importance 
and wealth of the available data, and indicate by some 
examples how the colour clue may assist us in investigating 
problems of perennial interest. 

Certain aspects of the subject have engaged attention 
from time to time. About a generation ago, for instance, 
an interesting controversy was conducted with much vigour 
and enthusiasm by prominent students of the classics re
garding the colour sense of Homer. No permanent solution 
of the problem was reached. The controversy ended, as 
not a few have ended when confined within too narrow 
limits, in a barren triumph for those who stated the strongest 
objections. It seemed as if Gladstone and his allies had 
no case until on January 25th, 1900, Dr. \V. H. R. Rivers 
reopened the subject in his lecture on " Primitive Colour 
Vision " which he delivered at the Royal Institution. 1 He 
showed that consideration should be given to the develop
ment of the colour sense when dealing with the Homeric 
problem, and provided fresh and important evidence in this 
connection. " The subject of the evolution of the colour 
sense in man," he wrote, " is one which can only be settled 
by the convergence to one point of lines of investigation 

1 Published in TM* Popular Scientific Monthly, voL lix. no. i. pp. 44-58, 
May 1901. 
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Colour Symbolism. 137 

which are usually widely separated. The sciences of 
archaeology, philology, psychology and physiology must 
all be called upon to contribute to the elucidation of this 
problem." 

When I received from Dr. Rivers a reprint of his classical 
monograph, I had begun to collect evidence regarding 
colour symbolism in ancient religious art and literature. 
I found it exceedingly helpful and stimulating, especially 
as it emphasised an aspect of the problem which had con
stantly to be borne in mind. Dr. Rivers shows, among 
other things, that certain peoples are unable to distinguish 
between the darker shades of colour, but that it does not 
necessarily follow when we find in a particular language 
one word for green and blue that those who speak that 
language have a colour sense in a state of low development. 
Dr. Rivers drew attention to the Celtic word glos. In 
Scottish Gaelic it signifies, as a colour term, grey, green 
and blue. But glos was originally something more than 
a colour term. Professor W. J . Watson of the University 
of Edinburgh has drawn my attention to the fact that it 
was used to denote vigour, as in Gaidhealglas (the " vigorous 
fresh Gael "), and water, as in Duglas (" dark stream ") and 
Finglas (" white stream ") . The original symbolism of the 
term is further emphasised when we find Tacitus stating that 
the Baltic people of Celtic speech who searched for amber 
referred to it as glese, and Pliny that the Germans called 
it glessum, a word Latinized from gless or glass.1 Glos was 
thus in early times applied to water and magical products 
of water which were supposed to be impregnated with 
"life substance." In Scotland amber was believed to be 

' generated by sea-froth continually dashed against the 
rocks. 1 It thus had origin like Aphrodite. The Baltic 
amber-searchers were worshippers of the mother goddess. 

1 Tacitus, Manners of the Germans, chap. x iv . ; Pliny, book xxxviii. 
chap. 3. 

* Boece, Cosmographie, chap. xv. 
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138 Colour Symbolism. 

as Tacitus reminds us. Amber was apparently connected 
with this deity. In Northern mythology it is included 
among the substances formed from the tears of the goddess 
Freyja. It animated human beings. The " vigorous fresh 
Gael " was therefore, in a sense, the " ambered Gael." 
He was stimulated and protected by the amber of 
the mother goddess, as, according to Tacitus, 1 he was 
by the symbol of her boar—that is, the boar son of the 
sow goddess.' 

The method I adopted and pursued for several years, in 
dealing with the problems of colour symbolism, was to 
collect evidence regarding the colours of the deities of 
various cults in different lands, and to make extracts from 
religious texts and folk-lore literature referring to the 
various colours and the beliefs connected with them. I 
hoped that in time something definite would emerge. 

" The evidence derived from poetry and art," as Dr. 
Rivers reminds us, " must always be in some degree un
satisfactory, owing to the great part which convention 
plays in the productions of the human mind. Still, every 
convention must have had a starting point." 

I have endeavoured to get at this " starting point," but 
only to find that the symbolic use of colour was prevalent 
even before man began to record his ideas by means of 
pictorial or alphabetic signs. Egyptian colour symbolism 
was already old at the dawn of the Dynastic period. In 
ancient Europe the symbolic use of colour was interfered 
with to a certain extent by the conventions of cave art. 

1 Tacitus, op. cit. 
* Glaisin, the Irish-Gaelic word for woad, is of special interest. I t 

is derived from glas. Apparently woad-dye protected warriors like 
amber and the boar symbol. In a story regarding Cormac mac Art 
reference is made to the queen's crop of glaisin. (Joyce, A Smaller 
Social History of Ireland, p . 92.) The queen was the living repre
sentative of t he goddess. Woad was, no doubt, a sacred plant con
nected with the goddess which had origin, like amber, from her life 
substance. 
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Colour Symbolism. 139 

The variety of colours that could be used by Cro-Magnon 
artists was strictly limited; they had at their disposal 
earth colours only. Jn their animal pictures the artists 
had, for instance, to utilise blacks, whites and yellows 
without reference to the symbolism of such colours, or to 
the actual colours of the animals whose forms were depicted. 
Before and after the Cro-Magnon people had succeeded in 
producing more or less faithful representations of animals 
in colour in response to a developing aesthetic sense, they 
used colours just as modern black and white artists use 
crayons or ink. There is clear evidence, however, that 
people in Aurignacian, Solutrean and Magdalenian times 
attached a symbolic value to certain if not to all colours. 
As Osborn has noted in his Men of the Old Stone Age, the 
so-called Venus figures on rock and in ivory bear traces 
of red coloration ; one of several Solutrean laurel-leaf 
lances which had been worked too finely to be used, and 
had been deposited probably as a religious offering, simi
larly retains evidence that it had been coloured red ; the 
bones of the Cro-Magnon dead, as in the Paviland cave, are 
frequently found to retain traces of the red earth that had 
been rubbed on the body before interment. Evidence of 
the symbolic use of colour during the so-called " Upper-
Palaeolithic period " is forthcoming in other connections. 
The Abbe Breuil informs me that the imprints of hands on 
rock faces are oftenest in red, but that white, black and 
yellow hands are not uncommon. I am further informed 
by the Abbe" that small green stones were placed between 
the teeth of some of the Cro-Magnon dead interred in the 
•Grimaldi caves near Mentone. 

This latter custom is one of very special interest in con
nection with the study of colour symbolism, especially when 
we find that the ancient Egyptians attached a magico-
religious value to green stones, that the Chinese placed jade 
in the mouths of their dead, and that certain.of the pre-
Columbian Americans placed green pebbles in graves and 
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140 Colour Symbolism. 

regarded them as " the principle of life." 1 In the Egyptian 
Book of the Dead a scarab of green stone with a rim of gold 
is addressed by the deceased as " my heart, my mother, 
my heart whereby I came into being." 1 As will be shown, 
gold and green stones were in Egypt closely associated with 
water and with deities supposed to have had their origin 
in water. They thus link with amber. Gold, like 
amber, had origin from the tears of the northern goddess 
Freyja. 

The Aurignacian evidence regarding green symbolism is 
sufficient to warn us against accepting the view that 
it had a necessary connection at " the starting po in t " 
with a religious system based on the agricultural mode 
of life. 

But although it may not be possible to get back to the 
" starting point " at which green acquired a symbolic value, 
it is evident that the widespread use of that colour in 
religious art, and especially in the art of Ancient Egypt, 
dates from the time when the necessary pigment was forth
coming. The earliest green paint was made from ground 
malachite mixed with fat or vegetable oil. After the intro
duction of metal-working, green and blue pigments were 
derived from copper. It would appear therefore that blue 
and green symbolism in religious art became widespread 
as a result of direct and indirect Egyptian influence. " In 
the Egyptian language," writes Dr. Rivers,* " there are 
two words for green and one for blue." Principal Laurie 
of the Heriot-Watt College, Edinburgh, has shown, as a 
result of experiments conducted by him, that " Egyptian 
blue " and the two shades of Egyptian green were derived 

» Brinton, The Myths of the Now World, p . 294. 
1 Budge, Gods of tht Egyptians, vol. i. p . 355 «' Chapter xxx. 

of the Booh of the Dead has " O my heart (which I owe) to my mother t 
O my heart (who belongest) to my essence." Erman, Aeg. Rel. 3162, 
quoted by Prof. H. W. Hogg, Journal of the Manchester Oriental Society^ 
1911. P- 79-

* Primitive Colour Vision. 
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Colour Symbolism. 141 

from copper poured on sandstone. The manufactured 
blocks were afterwards ground to powder and used as 
pigments by the ancient artists. Blue was produced at an 
intense hea t ; below and above the blue line (850°) the two 
shades of green were obtained. 1 " Egyptian blue " was 
peculiar to Egypt. Its production was due in part, as 
Principal Laurie has found, to the existence of a soda in 
Egyptian sandstone which is not found in European or 
Asiatic sandstone. The blue could not therefore have been 
produced outside Egypt until after discovery was made 
that this soda had to be introduced by European and 
Asiatic imitators of Egyptian methods. Egyptian blue 
appears to have become an article of commercial value, no 
doubt in consequence of the religious significance of that 
colour. There were blue forms of the goddess Hathor and 
the god Amon. The importance of this particular colour 
and of the deities associated with it probably became 
intensified and widespread as cultural influences emanated 
in increasing volume from the Nile valley. 

Before green and blue paints were manufactured in 
Ancient Egypt, the early people, as their funerary remains 
testify, entertained beliefs regarding coloured stones. The 
modern Sudani " still believes," as Budge records, " that 
stones of certain colours possess magical qualities, especially 
when inscribed with certain symbols, of the meaning of 
which, however, he has no knowledge, but which are due, 
he says, to the presence of spirits in them. Women and 
children, especially female children, protect many parts of 
their bodies with strings of beads made of magical stones, 
and sometimes with plaques of metal or stone, which are 
cut into various shapes and ornamented with signs of 
magical power ; the positions of such plaques on the body 
are frequently identical with those whereon the Dynastic 
Egyptians laid amulets on the dead." * 

1 Trans. Royal Society of Edinburgh. A. vol., 89 (i9M>-
* Gods of the Egyptians, vol. i. p. 16. 
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142 Colour Symbolism. 

The fundamental belief in the potency of colour, as an 
expression or revelation of divine influence, can be traced 
not only in Ancient Egypt from the earliest times but in 
almost every part of the world. As the colours of stones 
indicated the virtues they possessed, so did the colours of 
deities reveal their particular attributes. A wealth of 
colour, or a definite colour scheme, was displayed by 
supernatural beings, and these displayed the colours chiefly 
because they were supernatural beings, the colours being 
in themselves operating influences. The following Chinese 
text is of importance in this connection : 

" A dragon in the water covers himself with five colours. 
Therefore he is a god." 1 

In the Central American Popol Vuh the importance of colour 
is emphasised in the account of Creation : 

" At first there was stillness and darkness in the shades, 
in the night. Alone also the Creator, the Former, the 
Dominator, the Serpent covered with feathers. Those who 
fertilise, those who give life, are upon the water like a 
growing light. They are enveloped in green and blue (de 
vert et d'avur); hence their name is Gucumatz." 

A footnote explains : " Gucumatz is a serpent covered with 
green and blue. . . . They are also called by this name 
because they are enveloped, shadowed in green and blue." 1 

A complex Ancient Egyptian Deity, recognised by one 
of the cults as the supreme god, symbolised " the power of 
the sun that created the world," and was styled " the 
beautiful green disc which shineth ever." This Deity was 
" the creator of whatsoever is and whatsoever shall be, who 
proceeded from Nu and who possesses many colours and 
many forms." 8 

1 De Visser, The Dragon in China and Japan, p . 63, section 2. 
* Abbe Brasseur, Popul Vuh Le Libre sacre et Us Mythes de rAntiquiti 

Americano, 1861. 
» Budge. Gods of the Egyptians, vol. ii. 356. 
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Colour Symbolism. 1 4 3 

The evidence afforded by India is particularly rich and 
significant. In the Mahd-bhdrata 1 we read of an ascetic, 
named Uktha, who performed a penance lasting many 
years with the view of making " a pious son " equal to 
Brahma. In the end " there arose a very bright energy 
(force) full of animating (creative) principle and of five 
different colours." 

In the same ancient work it is stated : 
" Six colours of living creatures are of principal import

ance, black, dusky, and blue which lies between them ; then 
red is more tolerable, yellow is happiness, and white is 
extreme happiness. White is perfect, being exempted from 
stain, sorrow and exhaustion; (possessed of it) a being 
going through (various births), arrives at perfection in a 
thousand forms. . . . Thus destination is caused by colour 
and colour is caused by time. . . . The destination of the 
black colour is bad. When it has produced results, it 
clings to hell." • 

Destination being caused by colour and colour by time, the 
Creator assumes different colours in the different Yugas 
(World's Ages). The Creator says : 

" My colour in Krita Yuga is white, in the Treta Yuga 
yellow; when I reach the Dvapara Yuga, it is red, and in 
the Kali Yuga black." 

In the Mahd-bhdrata the Kali Age is referred to as " the 
Black or Iron Age." Hesiod's Ages (in his Works and 
Days) are metal ages, but are evidently also coloured ages, 
for almost everywhere golden is yellow, silver white, copper 
or bronze red and iron black. The Doctrine of the World's 
Ages obtained in more than one ancient land, the only 
differences being in the sequences of the colours or metals. 
Of special interest in this connection are the following 
examples: 

1 Vana Parva, section ccxx. 
* Muir, Sanskrit Texts, vol. i. p. 151. 
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1 4 4 Colour Symbolism. 

Colours of Mythical Ages. 

Mexican - I. White, 2. Yellow, 3 . Red, 4. Black.1 

Celtic - - 1. White, 2. Red, 3 . Yellow, 4. Black.1 

Indian I. - 1. White, 2. Red, 3 . Yellow, 4. Black.* 
„ II. - I. White, 2. Yellow, 3 . Red, 4. Black.4 

Greek- - 1. Yellow, 2. White, 3 . Red, 4. Black.8 

White is a lunar colour, that of the " silvery" moon 
(" Cweta white as the moon " •) ; yellow is a solar colour, 
that of the " golden " sun. It may be therefore that the 
precedence given to white in the Mexican, Celtic and Indian 
Ages has a lunar significance and had originally a con
nection with the lunar calendar. Both the Mexican and 
Celtic colour sequences are found in India. 

In India the castes were connected by some ancient sages 
with the Yugas or Mythical Ages, while others connected 
them with the various coloured moods of the Creator. In 
the Mahd-bhdrata it is stated : 

" The Brahmans beautiful (or, dear to Soma) were 
formed from an imperishable (akshara), the Kshattriyas 
from a perishable (Kshara) element, the Vaisyas from 
alteration, the Sudras from a modification of smoke. 
While Vishnu was thinking upon the castes (vaman), 
Brahmans were formed with white, red, yellow and blue 

1 Kingsborough's Antiquities of Mexico, vol. vi. pp. 171 et seq.; 
Brunton, The Myths of the New World, pp. 249 et seq., etc. 

* H. D'Arbois De Jubainville, The Irish Mythological Cycle (trans.), 
pp. 5-7, 25, 26, 69, 70. The Milesians were the " Black race." 

* Vana Parva of the Mahdbhdrata, section cxlix. (Roy's t rans , 
p . 447), etc. 

4 The Vana Parva of the Mahdbhdrata, section clxxxix. (Roy's t rans . 
P- 369). 

* That is, the Greek " Golden," " Silver." " Bronze " and " Iron " 
Ages. The " Ages of He roes" is evidently a late interpolation. 
Hesiod's Works and Days, 109-173. 

' Mahdbhdrata (Bhishma Parva, section iii.). 
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Colour Symbolism. 1 4 5 

colours (varnaih). Hence in the world men have become 
divided into castes." 1 

Caste (varna) literally means " colour," but evidently not 
in the sense favoured by modern rationalists. The usual 
caste colours in India a r e : (1) Brahmans, white; (2) 
Kshattriyas, red ; (3) Vaisyas, yellow; (4) Sudras, black. 1 

There were also sex colours. In one of the world's con
tinents, according to ancient Hindu belief, " the men are 
of the colour of gold and women fair as celestial nymphs " ; 
in another the men are " black " and the women " of the 
colour of blue lotuses." * Among the Navajo Indians of 
North America the colour for men is white and for women 
yellow. * The Chinese grave clothes for men were dark 
blue and for women " generally red " * The Chinese Yang 
(male principle) is white and the Yin (female principle) is 
black. In Japan red is the male colour and white the 
female, as is shown by the symbolic use of these colours 
in the selection of flowers at wedding ceremonies.' The 
Egyptian habit of painting men red and women yellow or 
•white may, like the pre-Dynastic habit of burying the men 
with their feet towards the Red North and the women with 
their feet towards the White South, have had originally a 

1 Muir, Sanskrit Texts, vol. i. p . 151. Brahmans were " twice-born 
m e n " and therefore " white " ; Sudras through cupidity became 
ignorant and therefore black, being in " a condition of darkness," 
ibid. pp . 140-1, notes 350-1. 

t Muir's Sanskrit Texts, vol. i. p . 140 and note 348, in which i t is 
s ta ted tha t in the Kdthaka Brihmana (xi. 6) " a white colour is ascribed 
t o the Vaisya and a dark hue to the Rajanya." The passage referred 
t o indicates tha t caste (colour) had no relation t o skin colours and is 
a s follows : " Since the Vaisya offers an oblation of white (rice) to the 
Adityas, he is born as it were whi te ; and as the Varuna oblation is 
of black (rice) the Rajanya is as i t were dusky." The Rajanya were 
the nobles of royal blood in the Kshattr iya caste. 

a Mulr, op. cit. p . 491. 
* Custom* of the World, p . 065. 
* De Groot, The Religious System of China, vol. i. p . 63. 
' Trans. Asiatic Society of fapan, vol. xvii. article, by J . Conder on 

"' Japanese Flower Arrangements." 
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146 Colour Symbolism. 

doctrinal significance. We have been assured, time and 
again, that Egyptian women were depicted as being paler 
than men because of their indoor life. Herodotus {book ii. 
35) informs us, however, that the women attended markets 
and traded, while men sat at home at the loom. Judging 
from the evidence of the tomb pictures, the women of the 
upper classes moved about quite freely out of doors. The 
Egyptian artistic convention was broken through by those 
artists who imitated flesh tints when they painted women's 
faces in the tombs, etc. Dr. Rendel Harris touches in his 
The Ascent of Olympus on sex colours. " A reference to 
Dioscorides," he writes, " shows that a division into male and 
female was accompanied by another into black and white." 
This aspect of the colour problem is complicated when we 
find black and white forms of the same god or goddess. 

The data regarding the symbolic use of colour which 
I have collected tend to show that outside Egypt the 
colours most generally favoured in ancient times were 
these four : Black, White, Red and Yellow. All these were 
earth colours. Blue and green were, as I have indicated, 
colours of Egyptian origin manufactured from copper or 
copper ore. Vegetable blue and green dyes appear to have 
had a later origin as substitutes for the metal colours. 

The four colours, Black, White, Red and Yellow, were 
used, as I have stated, to depict the hands in the caves 
occupied and " decorated " by Cro-Magnon man. Many 
peoples used these colours to divide space and time, to-
distinguish the cardinal points and the four winds, t o 
distinguish the mountains, rivers and seas in the mythical 
world, to distinguish the races of mankind and, as in India, 
the various castes. The ancient habit of using these four 
colours in the manner indicated survives till our own day. 
We still have " Black," " White," " Red " and " Yellow " 
races ; " Black," " White," " Red " and " Yellow " winds 
and points of the compass ; " Black," " White," " Red " 
and " Yellow " castes, as in India ; and " Black," " White," 
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Colour Symbolism. '47 

" Red " and " Yellow " seas. The modern Red Sea was, 
as Maspero reminds us, the " Black Sea " of the ancient 
Egyptians. The Phoenicians included part of the Indian 
Ocean in their Red Sea, and the Persian Gulf was the 
original " Yellow Sea." To the Greeks the Mediterranean 
was the " White Sea," and Homer is found referring to the 
" white south wind." 

It is impossible here to go fully into the evidence re
garding the colours of the cardinal points. The habit of 
colouring these and the winds that blew from them obtained 
in the Old and New Worlds. It had undoubtedly a doc
trinal significance. In Gaelic the north is black and the 
south white. A number of " b a d " Gaelic words are 
derived from the name for the north, which is on the left, 
and a number of " good " words are derived from the name 
for the south, which is on the right. In early Christian 
Gaelic literature the " goats " proceed on the Day of 
Judgment to the black north and the " sheep " to the 
white south. 1 

The colours of the cardinal points have similarly a deep 
significance in the Chinese " Fung-shui" doctrine. De 
Groot shows in his great work, The Religious System of 
China, that colours are connected with the elements, the 
seasons, certain heavenly bodies and even with the internal 
organs. In Central America and Ancient Egypt the in
ternal organs were similarly connected with the coloured 
cardinal points. 

The Maya (Central American) system yields the following 
arbitrary connections: * 
Cardinal 
Point. Bacab. Days. Colours. Elements. 

South - Hobnil (the Belly), Kan, Yellow, Air. 
East - Canzicnal (Serpent 

Being), - - Muluc, Red, Fire. 
1 1 a m i n d e b t e d t o Professor D o u g l a s H y d e , D u b l i n , for n o t e s i n t h i s 

c o n n e c t i o n . 
1 B r i n t o n , Mayan Hieroglyphics, p . 41. 
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1 4 8 Colour Symbolism. 

Cardinal 
Point. 

North -
Bacab. 

Zaczini ( (White 
Days. Colours. Elements. 

Being), White, Water. 
West • Hozan ek (the 

Disembowelled 
Black one), - Cauac, Black, Earth. 

The Chinese system yields : 
East, the Blue Dragon ; Spring ; wood ; planet Jupiter; 

liver and gall. 
South, the Red Bird ; Summer ; fire'; the sun ; planet 

Mars ; heart and large intestines. 
West, the White Tiger ; Autumn; wind ; metal; planet 

Venus ; lungs and small intestine. 
North, the Black Tortoise ; Winter; cold ; water; 

planet Mercury; kidneys and bladder.1 

In Ancient Egypt the four gods of the cardinal points 
protected the internal organs taken from the body of the 
dead during the process of mummification. Professor 
Budge states that " Hapi represented the (red) north and 
protected the small viscera of the body ; Tuamutef repre
sented the (? golden) east and protected the heart and 
lungs ; Amset represented the (white) south and protected 
the stomach and large intestines ; and Qebhsennuf repre
sented the (black) west and protected the liver and the 
gall bladder." * It has been shown by Professor Elliot 
Smith, however, that this association of the internal organs 
with the four sons of Horus does not accord with the 
evidence he has accumulated. It is based, as a matter of 
fact, " upon the results of the examination of a single 
mummy of the time of the XX 1st Dynasty, the so-called 
' Jersey Mummy,' which was described by Pettigrew 
(Transactions of Society of Antiquaries) in the year 1837." 
The Professor has found that the embalmers of the late 

1 D e G r o o t , op. cit. b o o k i . vo l . iii . p . 983, a n d iv . 36. 
* B a d g e , Gods of tkt Egyptians, vo l . i. p . 492. 
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Colour Symbolism. 1 4 9 

period were often careless. " In the majority of mummies 
examined by me," he writes, " Amset was associated with 
the liver, Hapi with the lungs, Taumautef with the stomach 
and Qebhsenuf with the intestines." 

The Canopic jars were dispensed with during the XXIst 
Dynasty, and the practice became prevalent of wrapping 
up the internal organs with a wax model of the protecting 
deity and restoring them to the body. " Occasionally," it 
is of special interest to learn in this connection, " kidneys 
were found by men in parcels of viscera associated with 
one or more of the deities." The older custom, which had 
a doctrinal significance of course, was to leave the heart 
and kidneys in situ.1 

It is unnecessary here to deal with the varied ideas 
regarding the internal organs that existed in different 
ancient countries outside Egypt. The point of special 
interest is that the Egyptian custom of connecting the 
internal organs with the coloured cardinal points, which 
had a doctrinal significance connected with mummification, 
spread eastward and reached China and America. The 
Maya custom, it will be noted, bears a closer resemblance 
to the Egyptian than does the Chinese. Black is in both 
cases the colour for the intestines and yellow for the 
stomach, while white is apparently the liver colour in 
America as in Egypt. The Canopic jars, which went out 
of fashion in Egypt, were continued in use by the Maya 
and placed under the protection of the Bacabs, their gods 
of the four coloured cardinal points. Apparently the 
Egyptian system of mummification which reached America 
was accompanied by the Egyptian doctrines in less modified 
form than one might be led to expect, especially when one 
considers how varied were the cultural influences to which 
these doctrines must have been subjected during the process 
of gradual transmission from Egypt to the Far East and 

1 T h e " H e a r t a n d R e i n s " a r t i c l e s i n The Journal of the Manchester 
Oriental Society, 1911, p p . 41 et seq. 
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Colour Symbolism. 

across the Pacific to America. In China we find the custom 
of associating the internal organs with the coloured cardinal 
points was not accompanied by the custom of mummifi
cation. The Chinese, however, as De Groot and Laufer 
have shown, believed that the body was preserved from 
decay by amulets of jade, gold, etc. Unlike the Maya, 
they associated the heart and kidneys with the other 
internal organs. The explanation may be that the Egyptian 
doctrines reached China in their later form—that is, after 
the embalmers in the Nile valley began to replace the 
internal organs in the b o d y and to associate these with the 
heart and kidneys, thus extending the responsibilities of 
the Horus gods. If, as a result of carelessness, or doctrinal 
changes, we do not find uniformity in this connection in 
Egypt during its late period, we should not expect to find 
complete uniformity outside that area of origin and especi
ally when it is borne in mind that the influences of other 
cultures were operating constantly between Egypt and 
China and in China itself. It is really, one must repeat, 
the fundamental habit of connecting the internal organs 
-with the coloured cardinal points of the compass that 
specially interests us here. This habit arose from a mass 
of complex customs and ideas that have a history in Egypt 
alone. It would be ridiculous to assume that such complex 
customs and ideas had independent origin in different parts 
of the world, and that such peoples as the Indonesians, 
Polynesians and pre-Columban Americans began spon
taneously to practise methods o f surgery which the 
Egyptians had taken 1700 years to develop. 1 

There are other important problems on which light is 
thrown by the evidence of colour symbolism, but it 
is impossible here even to refer to them. I shall 
devote the remaining part of my paper to the colour 
symbolism of Egypt, with special reference to the Green 

1 F o r t h e e v i d e n c e i n t h i s c o n n e c t i o n , s ee G. E l l io t S m i t h , The 
Migrations of Early Culture, L o n d o n 1913. 
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Colour Symbolism. 

Osiris and the colours of deities closely associated with 
Osiris. 

Sir James Frazer, the most notable exponent of the 
" Vegetation School," would have it that Osiris was coloured 
green because he was a corn god. I am afraid, however, 
that the colour symbolism of The Golden Bough is, especially 
in this connection, superficial and unconvincing, and that 
it decorates one of the " temporary bridges " which Sir 
James himself suggests may " sooner or later break down." 1 

" Osiris," writes Sir James, " is often represented on the 
monuments as black, he is still more commonly depicted 
as green, appropriately enough for a corn god, who may 
be conceived of as black while- the seed is underground, 
but as green after it has sprouted. So the Greeks recog
nised both a Green and a Black Demeter." 1 

Here the learned author of The Golden Bough is highly 
speculative and controversial. His " Green Demeter " is 
his own discovery and is undoubtedly hypothetical. If 
Osiris personified green corn when represented as a green 
god, he should have been green after he was black and 
before he became yellow. But, as a matter of fact, he is 
yellow before he becomes green. As a yellow god he lies 
on his bier in mummified form, and is reanimated by 
various deities until at length he rises up. The myth tells 
that Osiris afterwards became the Judge of the Dead, and 
in his Underworld he appears as a green god. In the. 
Judgment scene of the Papyrus of Ani, Isis and Nephthys, 
who stand beside the Green Osiris, have yellow faces and 
hands. 

Why, it may be asked, was Osiris depicted as a yellow 
god on his funerary bier ? It was evidently not merely 
because he was a dead god. Sir James Frazer does not. 
offer a explanation : he does not even mention the yellow 
Osiris. As the twin goddesses, Isis and Nephthys, have 

1 77M Golden Bough (3rd ed . ) , vo l . i . p p . x i x , x x . 
1 Spirits of the Corn and of tht Wild (3rd ed . ) , vol . i . p . 263. 
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Colour Symbolism. 

yellow forms, and Isis fans her wings to restore the " breath 
of life " to the dead god, it may well be the yellow colour 
was regarded as an indication that an animating influence 
had passed from the twin goddesses into the body of the 
dead god who is being reanimated. 

Apparently Osiris, on his bier, assumes the colour of the 
animating substance which the yellow goddesses symbolise 
or personify. Was that substance obtained from vegeta
tion or from a mineral ? The possibility that it was of 
mineral origin is suggested by the fact that in a Solar-
Osirian chapter of the Book of the Dead occurs the passage :' 
" Brought to thee are blocks of silver and (masses) of 
malachite." These words are addressed to the dead 
Pharaoh who enters the solar ship for which the mother-
goddess Hathor " makes the rudders." 1 Here the life-
giving Hathor attends on the dead and provides her 
life-giving metals, as Isis and Nephthys attend on Osiris 
when he is being reanimated and, further, when they 
support him in his green form in the Judgment Hall. 

The yellow colour of the goddesses, and of Osiris when 
he is being reanimated by the goddesses, may have sym
bolized solar gold. The golden sun, or the sun of gold, 
was the source of the " vital spark," and Hathor personified 
gold. In most countries yellow is the colour of gold, of 
the golden sun and of fire. In China it is an earth colour 
as well as a solar colour—perhaps the colour of the earth 
when it is under solar influence ; it is even in that country 
a water colour—a yellow spring bubbles up in the cavern 
of the yellow dragon. The life-substance of the yellow 
dragon is in the yellow water, and the dragon itself was, 
we are informed, " born from yellow gold." 1 The Yellow 
dragon is also called the " Golden dragon," just as the 
" Yellow Demeter" of Greece is called the " Golden 
Demeter." 

1 B r e a s t e d , Religions and Thought in Ancient Egypt, p . 279. 
1 D e Visser , The Dragon in China and Japan, p . 87. 
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Colour Symbolism. 153 

The Greek poets referred to the " yellow " or " golden " 
Demeter as such because she had " yellow " or " golden " 
hair. It is obvious that an attribute of Demeter is revealed 
by her hair colour. She personifies gold in one of her 
aspects. The goddesses Hera, Athene and Aphrodite had 
likewise golden hair. 1 They acquired the gold of their 
hair, we are informed, by bathing in the river Xanthus 
and not because they were supposed to personify ripe corn. 
Gold was washed from river sand, and, like amber, was 
regarded as a life-giving product of water. Gold was, as 
has been indicated, also a solar metal ; the golden sun rose 
at the beginning from water, and was therefore, like life-
giving gold, a product of water. ' Hathor, as I have re
minded you, personified gold. As a solar deity she was 
Nubt, the female form of nub (gold) and the giver of life 
like the yellow Isis. 1 

That the " Yellow Osiris " cannot be regarded merely 
as a personification of yellow corn is evident when we find 
that the Egyptians had also a " Yellow Ptah," a " Yellow 
Set," a " Yellow Heka " (god of magic) and a " Yellow 
Thoth," while they painted women and certain foreigners and 
children yellow, and used the same colour for incense fire.* 

The evidence regarding the Black Osiris and the Black 
Demeter is, like that regarding the Yellow Osiris and the 
Yellow Demeter, unfavourable to the narrow vegetation 
theory. Demeter assumes her blackness when she retires 
to her cave as an angry deity. She was not merely an 
earth goddess, or more properly an underworld goddess, 
but also a goddess of Death ; the dead were " Demeter's 
folk." She protected tombs, as is shown in the invocation 
quoted by Farnell, " I commit this tomb to the guardian-

1 Greek. Slavic and Celtic fairies, nymphs and mermaids had yellow 
or golden hair. 

* Jupiter as " a shower of gold " is a life-giver and the father of t he 
son of Danae. 

» Borchardt, Sa'ku-rl, Plates XX, XLVIII , etc. 
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154 Co/our Symbolism. 

ship of the nether divinities, to Plouton, Demeter, Perse
phone and the Erinyes." Sir James Frazer would have 
been more convincing if, instead of attempting to prove 
the existence of a " Green Demeter " who personified green 
corn, he had entered a plea in favour of a " White Demeter." 
" We," writes Farnell, 1 " find in the neighbourhood of 
Megalopolis, where the Euminides were distinguished in 
cult and legend as the black goddesses and the white 
goddesses, a parallel to the Phigalein cult of the Black 
Demeter." Egypt had a " Black Hathor " and a " White 
Hathor " ; it had also, in addition to the " Golden Hathor," 
a " Red Hathor." * Demeter, who came from Egypt, was 
undoubtedly a form of Hathor. 

There is absolutely no evidence in the Egyptian texts to 
support the theory that the priests had Osiris painted green 
to symbolise green corn. I cannot see what purpose could 
have been served by their doing such a thing. 

The mistake which, in my opinion, Sir James Frazer 
makes is to try and account for the greenness of Osiris in 
relation to corn, instead of the greenness of corn in relation 
to Osiris. He puts the cart in front of the horse. It was 
not the greenness of Osiris that the ancient priests had to 
explain when dealing with vegetation. I t was rather the 
greenness of corn. They attached, as did the Grimaldi 
Cro-Magnons, an importance to green stones before they 
began to grow corn. There can be little doubt that the 
Egyptians believed the greenness of corn came from the 
green Osiris. Osiris was essentially the river Nile. The 
Nile made Egypt green. In the payprus story of the 
eloquent peasant, who compared the grand steward to the 
Nile, occurs the significant passage : 

" Thou art like the flood (inundation), thou art the Nile 
that makes green the fields and furnishes the waste lands." 3 

1 Cults of the Greek States, voL ii . p . 54. 
1 B u d g e , Gods of the Egyptians, vo l . i. p . 438. 
' B r e a s t e d , op. cit. p . 221. 
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Colour Symbolism. 

Osiris was not only " Lord of Green Fields," but also the 
*' Opener of the ukhikh flower that is on the sycamore " 
and " Lord of overflowing wine." As " Lord of Life " (not 
as a " corn god ") he provided life substance to Egypt, to 
the gods, to living human beings and to the dead. The 
deceased says of himself : 

" I am Osiris, I have come forth as thou (that is ' being 
thou '), I have entered as thou . . . the gods live as I, I live 
as the gods, I live as ' Grain,' I grow as ' Grain ' . . . I am 
barley." 1 

Here Osiris enters into the god of grain and into grain 
itself—that is, the life-substance of Osiris enters into life-
isustaining food. Before, however, Osiris, in this sense, 
.became barley, he was the " new wa te r " of the Nile. 
Rameses TV. recognised the aspect of the life-giving Osiris 
when he declared : 

" Thou art indeed the Nile, great on the fields at the 
beginning of the seasons; gods and men live by the moisture 
that is in thee." 1 

This life-giving " moisture " was the green and red waters 
from the Green and Red Niles. In Pyramid Text 589 the 
identification of Osiris with the Green Nile is complete. I t 
reads: 

" Horns comes I He beholds his father in thee, renp-t 
(Greenness) in thy name of M m renpu (Water of Greenness)." 

Osiris is, in other words, the Green One whose life-
-substance is in the Green Nile. I t is the Green Nile which 
makes vegetation green. Vegetation is green, the Egyptians 
argued, because the life-substance of Osiris is green. Be-
-cause the Nile runs green the Mediterranean becomes the 
-" Green Sea." Thus the god is addressed in Pyramid Texts: 

" Thou art great, thou art green, in thy name of Great 
Green (sea); lo, thou art round as the Great Circle 
(Okeanos); lo, thou art turned about, thou art round as 
the circle that encircles the Haunebu (/Egeans)." * 

J Breasted, pp. 22-23. ' P - t 8 - " I b i i - V- 2°-
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Colour Symbolism. 

Sea and river deities outside Egypt were like Osiris 
wholly or partly green. The god of the Tiber had " green 
vestments " when he appeared to yEneas in a dream ; the 
British mermaids had sometimes green hair ; the Slavic 
" water-man " or " water grandfather " (the Roman name), 
who lives under the water, sits on a mill-wheel on occasion 
" combing his long green hair." The " beautiful green 
disk " of the Egyptians, which symbolized creative power,, 
existed in the primordial waters in the night of Eternity. 
The sun of the Underworld was green, and the newly-risen 
sun was red or golden. Herodotus refers to the solar 
pillars of gold and emerald in the temple of Heracles a t 
Tyre (bk. ii. chap. 44). On the pectoral of Senusert I I I . 
in Cairo museum the dead are coloured green and blue. 1 

In the Underworld the greenness of Osiris was the green-
ness of his life-substance and of the primeval green sun. 

Before dealing with the problem of the mysterious green 
substance that was to the ancient Egyptians the very 
essence of life, it is necessary first of all to summarize the 
drama of the Nile with which Osiris was so closely associated. 
(I refer, of course, to Nilotic phenomena before the con
struction of the Aswan barrage.) 

During the period of the Low Nile, Egypt is swept, dried 
and blistered by the Hamseen, or sand wind, of fifty days'" 
duration. Every green thing is coated with dust. Then 
a change comes. The cool north wind (the Etesian wind 
of the Greeks) begins to blow and the sand is cleared from 
the verdure. The almost stagnant Nile commences to rise. 
For three or four days it runs green. This is the " Green 
Nile." As the river rises it becomes red as blood. This, 
is the " Red Nile." The inundation follows. When t h e 
Nile subsides within its banks it remains muddy for a t ime 
before it becomes blue again. 

" Perhaps," wrote Osborn, in the days before the Nile 
1 D e n k m a e l e r , v i . 117 A , l ine 69, a n d Groff i n Bulletin de I'Institut 

Egyptien, Apr i l 1894, p p . 220-3. 
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Colour Symbolism. 157 

was harnessed, " there is not in nature a more exhilarating 
sight, or one more strongly exciting to confidence in God 
than the rise of the Nile. . . . The moment the sand 
becomes moistened by the approach of the fertilizing 
waters, it is literally alive with insects innumerable. . . . 
Turn the course of the Nile and not one blade of vegetation 
would ever arise in Egypt." 1 

The Red Nile appears to have been regarded as identical 
with the flood of ochre-coloured beer provided for Hathor, 
as Sekhet, who slew the enemies of Ra. Professor Elliot 
Smith, in his The Evolution of the Dragon* has shown that 
the red substance introduced into the beer was a surrogate 
of blood; it was an animating, a life-giving substance. 
Nilotic phenomena evidently prompted the Egyptians to 
enquire into the problem of the colours in water ; the 
substances that coloured the waters were to them obviously 
life-giving substances. The Nile was the source and 
nourisher of life in Egypt. 

As blood was " the life thereof," it is not surprising to 
find that to the Osirian cult the Red Nile was the blood of 
the slain Osiris. 

A similar belief obtained among the Byblians who in
formed Lucian that " the river of Adonis, flowing from 
Mount Libanus, was tinged with blood." During the 
Byblian days of mourning " Adonis is wounded" and 
" the river's nature is changed by the blood which flows 
into its water " ; the river " takes its name from the 
blood." s 

The whitish muddy Nile may have been identified with 
milk. It is of significance to And, in this connection, the 
Nile waters flowing from the breasts of the Nile god Hapi, 
and that there were human breasts in the cavern source of 

1 Monumental History of Egypt (1834), chap. i. 
1 Pp . 193 et seq. 
1 The Syrian Goddess (De Dea Syria), trans, by Prof. H. A. Strong 

(London 1913). pp. 47-8. 
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Colour Symbolism. 

the Nile. Souls of Pharaohs were fed on milk provided 
by, among other goddesses, the vultures of Upper and 
Lower Egypt " with long hair and hanging breasts " 1 who 
were the female counterparts of Hapi, the Nile god. 
" Water of life " was not ordinary water. It contained 
" life-substance." " The water of King Unis is wine like 
(that of) R a . " 1 • Nut with " long hair and pendant 
breasts " * provided celestial milk—the milk of " the Milky 
Way." Hathor, who poured out the " water of life " from 
her sycamore, provided, apparently, sycamore-fig " milk " 
or water impregnated with fig milk. Siret * has recently 
called attention to the fact that the Tiber was anciently 
called " Rumon," a name derived from rutna (milk) like 
rumen (teat). Figs were sometimes called " teats ." The 
ancient Romans who revered the goddess of the sky and 
of the ruminal fig tree connected her with the Tiber, which 
they believed was impregnated with " terrestial milk " 
from the " Milky Way " (" Milk of Juno ") and with the 
"" milk " nourished the earth. Deva Rumina was one of 
the names of the All-nursing mother goddess. We meet, 
in Hindu mythology, with the " Sea of Milk " ' and, as in 
Celtic, with rivers of wine, mead, etc. In Greece " fig 
milk " was an elixir and was given to newly-born children. 
The Scottish " milk tree " was the hazel, which was con
nected with the sky and the sacred well and river. The 

1 Breasted, op. cit. p . 30. • Ibid. p . 137. 
1 Ibid. p . 139. ' L'Anthropologic, 1921. 
* In the Udyoga Parva of the Mahdbhdrata (Section c i : Roy's 

t rans , pp. 309 $1 ttq.) it is " Milky Ocean," which was created by " a 
tingle jet only of her (the Mother Cow goddess's) milk falling on the 
•earth." The verge of this ocean " is always covered with white foam 
resembling a belt of flowers." Ascetics are called " Foam drinkers " 
because they live " on nothing else save tha t foam." The Cow Mother 
is mother of the four cows of the cardinal points. The " waters " of 
"' Milky Ocean " " had all been mixed with the milk of these four cows." 
At the " churning of the Ocean " the waters gave forth Amrita. the 

prince of steeds," the " best of gems " and the goddess Lakshmi. 
Milk-yielding trees " are referred t o in Bhishma Parva, section vii. 
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Colour Symbolism. '59 

" milk elixir " is still remembered in a proverbial recipe 
for an elixir for children—in Gaelic we have (the Rev. 
Kenneth MacLeod, Colonsay, informs me) it as cir na 
meala is bainne nan end (" comb of honey and milk of the 
n u t " ) . Mistletoe berries may have been " milk berries." 
White rivers, white wells, white seas, etc., were " some
thing m o r e " than " white." They contained certain 
virtues. The " whiteness " of a river or well might be 
due to stellar or lunar influence. " Wells of milk " were 
names of some Irish holy wells ; 1 there was at least one 
" milk lake." 1 The " milk " was not ordinary milk : the 
water was not ordinary water. Like the ancient Egyptians, 
the Hindus believed that the Ganges had its source in the 
sky, and they had a " Celestial Ganges " as the Egyptians 
had a " Celestial Nile." In China a similar belief obtained 
in connection with the Yellow river. A sage who sails up 
the Yellow river reaches the " Milky Way," and an oar 
of his boat falls from the sky and is afterwards exhibited 
in the palace of the famous Emperor Wu, who concerned 
himself greatly about discovering the elixir of life. 

In the Pyramid Texts there is evidence to show that the 
solar and Osirian theologies were already in process of 
fusion. One view is that the Nile flowed from the sub
terranean cavern of Osiris. 1 Another view was that it had 
its source in the sky. Both views are combined in the 
-allegorical lines : 

The waters of life that are in the sky come: 
The waters of life that are in the earth come.4 

1 Joyce, Irish Names of Places, vol. i. p . 451-
* Ibid. vol. ii. p . 206. In •Scandinavia mythology Ymer is suckled 

b y a cow. His blood becomes the sea, his flesh the earth, his bones 
rocks, etc. At the point where the Ganges and the Jumna meet, " t he 
waters of the Ganges are so white from the diffusion of earthy particles 

' tha t , according t o the creed of the natives, the river flows with milk." 
(H. H. Wilson, Essays on Sanskrit Literature, vol. ii. p . 361.) 

1 Breasted, op. cit. p . 19 and n. 3, and 144, n. 2. 
4 Ibid. p . 19 and p. 144, n. 2. 
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i 6 o Colour Symbolism. 

The Egyptians not only theorised regarding the source 
of the Nile, but, as I have shown, concerned themselves 
greatly to discover the substances that coloured its waters. 
The " Green Nile " was evidently of primary importance. 
Its greeness was the source and substance of life in human 
beings, in animals and in vegetation. The Green Nile sub
stance renewed life each year in the land of E g y p t ; it 
renewed life after death in Paradise. Blood and milk 
animated and nourished, but the green substance originated 
new life. This idea is enshrined in the Ethiopian story of 
El-Khidr, who found the "Well of Life." When he 
plunged into it " all the flesh of his body became a bluish-
green and his garments likewise bluish-green." He became 
a green immortal. 1 

As will be shown from the evidence that follows, the 
Egyptians identified the green substance in the Green Nile 
with malachite. Malachite evidently contained the " germ 
of life," as the Mexican green stones, and perhaps the 
Aurignacian, contained " the principle of life." 

Green malachite charms were worn by the Egyptians a t 
an early period. In Pre-Dynastic times fragments of 
malachite were placed in graves with the dead, while the 
living folk ground malachite to powder, and then mixed 
it, as has been noted, with a fatty substance—perhaps the 
fat of the sacred cow—or vegetable oil for use as a face 
paint. Kohl was used for an eyelid paint as well as mala
chite, and found to be beneficial to the eyes by protecting 
them from the glare of the sun or desert sands. It should 
not be assumed, however, that this practice was adopted 
for such a reason alone and had.originally no magical or 
religious significance. Mummies had their eyes treated in 
like manner. Withal, the painting of the eyelids was 
associated with the painting of other parts of the body. 
The dead were as much in need of magical colouring as 
were the living. Shells containing green paint have been 

1 B u d g e , The Life and Exploits of Alexander the Great, p . 167. 
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Colour Symbolism. i6r 

found in early tombs. Traces of malachite and haematite 
remain on palettes placed in graves for the use of the dead. 
Powdered malachite may have also been used as an anti
septic in Ancient Egypt. Livingstone in his Journal tells 
that the Central African natives found malachite ointment 
efficacious against obstinate sores and also used it as an 
eye paint. 

Even the gods were painted by the ancient Egyptians. 
The priest each morning painted the idol " with green and 
black paint." 1 There can be no doubt as to why the gods 
and the dead were painted especially with malachite paste. 

" In Egypt, the daily ritual of the divine cult and also 
the funerary rituals refer to the bringing of a vessel of green 
paint with which the god, or the deceased person may 
' make himself healthy with all that is in h i m . ' " 1 

Prolonged good health was immortality. Green paint 
was a life-giver, a renewer of youth. The virtue of the 
life-conferring paint was in the colour and the ingredients 
of the colour, in the green malachite combined with fat 
or oil. Our " Green Osiris " was therefore, in a sense, a 
personification of malachite. The " Green Nile " flowed 
from the pools of heaven to replenish and vitalize the " Low 
Nile." That the inundation was caused by Osiris is made 
evident in the Pyramid Texts relating to Unis, who sup
plants Osiris: 

" Unis (as Osiris) comes hither up-stream when the flood 
inundates. . . . Unis comes to his pools that are in the 
region of the flood at the great inundation, to the place of 
peace, with green fields, that is in the horizon. Unis makes 
the verdure to flourish in the two regions of the horizon. . . . 
It is Unis (as Osiris) who inundates the land." 1 

i Erman, A Handbook of Egyptian Religion, London 1907, p . 46. 

* Moret, " Le ritual du cnlte divin journalier en Egypte " in t he 
Anna!** du Musi* Guimst, Bibliotkiqu* d'itudts, xiv. pp. 71, 109, 199. 

* Breasted, op. eit. pp . 18-19. 
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l 6 2 Colour Symbolism. 

These " pools " were called by the ancient Egyptians the 
" malachite pools," or " malachite lakes," in which, as they 
believed, the gods dwelt as birds. 1 These " birds " are the 
" Imperishable Stars." The life-giving malachite animated 
the god-stars. Pyramid Text 567 makes reference to t h e 
stars as a source of malachite powder : the powder drops 
like dew from heaven ; dew is thus identified with life-
giving malachite.* The fertilising star-tear that fell into 
the Low Nile on the " Night of the Drop " was evidently 
a malachite tear.* The Green Nile was made green with 
malachite from the god-pools of green malachite in the 
celestial regions. The Green Osiris of the Green Nile was, 
as I hold, the personification of malachite. The celestial 
malachite in the Green Nile made vegetation green. It 
also made the dead " grow green again." 

When the Ancient Egyptians discovered that there is 
copper in malachite, their theorising priests appear to have 
regarded copper as the very " life of life." * The green 
god-stone might be broken and burned, but the imperish
able principle of life contained in it could not be destroyed ; 
changing, it assumed a more permanent form. As the 
Green Nile became the Red Nile so did the green malachite 
become red copper. Copper was another form of malachite. 
The Red Horns was another form of the Green Osiris. In 
time men prayed for " souls of copper," and copper statues 
were provided for the Pharaohs. King Pepi I. had a 
copper statue made for himself. As early as the First 
Dynasty copper pots—apparently symbols of the mother" 
goddess—were made for the dead. Copper was sacred, 
too, in Asia. It was the metal of Astarte and other " Queens 

1 Pyramid Texts. 1748, e t c 
1 In the sarcophagus room of the tomb of the Pharaoh Unis (Pyramid 

Age) the stars are green. 
' T h e sun-rays were Ra 's tears, and sunlight was sometimes sym

bolised by a green feather. The green feather appears on the head of 
the god Shu. 

4 The Greeks believed tha t a metal had a-body, soul and spirit. 
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Colour Symbolism. 

of Heaven." Hathor was the goddess of the Sinaitic 
malachite mines and of Mefkat (Malachite city) in Egypt. 

Colour symbolism and metal symbolism are found to be 
as closely associated at an early period in Egypt as 
they later were in the widespread doctrine of the World's 
Ages. 

Horus, the copper son of the malachite Osiris, whose 
body was dismembered, is associated with the " Mesniu," 
the metal workers. The weapons of these metal workers 
were forged in the place called " mesne t" (the foundry). 
The worshippers of Horus of Behutet described their god 
as " the Lord of the Forge City," i.e. Edfu, where, accord
ing to tradition, Horus first established himself as the great 
master of metal workers. Budge, who reminds us that 
Edfu itself " was regarded as the foundry wherein the 
great disk of the sun was forged," quotes from Dr. Brugsch 
the significant passage, " when the doors of the foundry 
are opened the Disk riseth up." 1 The foundry of Edfu 
was therefore the foundry of the Underworld. 

Horus was not only the divine coppersmith, but, as has 
been indicated, was in one of his phases a personification 
of the red copper extracted from the green Osiris. " Horus 
dwelling in his sun disk," Horus in his " green bed " was 
the copper within the malachite, and the malachite was 
" the beautiful green disk " which was the creator; it was 
the malachite sun of the Underworld whence all things had 
their origin. Out of darkness came light, out of death 
came life, out of the green malachite Osirian sun of the 
Underworld came the red copper sun of Horus. The green 
floating island of the Nile, on which Horus hid from his 
black enemy Set, appears to have been originally the green 
malachite sun that drifted on the Nile of the Underworld. 
Horus was a giant, eight cubits (nearly 14 feet) in stature, 
but when Set approached his island he concealed himself 
in a tiny chapel half a cubit long.* Having the nature of 

1 Gods of the Egyptians, vo l . i. p . 476. ' B r e a s t e d , op. cit. p . 29. 
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1 6 4 Colour Symbolism. 

copper, he could be reduced, like copper, in the solar 
crucible. His enemy Set was identified with iron—iron 
was " the ribs of Set," " the bone of Typho." Owing to 
its association with Set, iron acquired an evil reputation: 
it became the metal of the Wicked Age—the Indian Kali 
Yuga and the Greek " Iron Age." 

It should not, I think, surprise us to find the ancient 
Egyptians imparting a religious significance to metals and 
interpreting in their theology the results of their metal
lurgy experiments. It would really be more surprising if 
we found that so momentous a discovery as that of the 
existence of metals, and of the uses to which these could 
be put, had left no trace in their theological system and 
did not contribute to their highly complex myths. The 
discovery of metal in malachite must have seemed to them 
as great a miracle as the annual " miracle of the Nile," 
which flowed now green, now red, now milk-like and now 
blue. They saw the Nile carrying down the colours that 
caused vegetation to revive and flourish so that mankind 
might eat and live—the divine " life-substance " entered 
the earth, the grass, the corn and the trees, and it was 
enshrined in metal and in coloured stones. That the 
Egyptians gave consideration to metals and stones as well 
as to vegetation when they attempted to read the riddle 
of the universe, is apparent in the famous hymn to Ptah 
on the British Museum Stela No. 797, which Erman and 
Breasted have relegated to the Pyramid Age. This hymn 
sets forth that after Ptah had created the gods and made 
" likenesses of their bodies" they " entered into the 
bodies of every wood and every stone and every metal. 
Everything grew upon its trees whence they came forth." 1 

The intimate association between metals and precious 
stones with the deities is emphasised in the reference to 
Ra in " the Destruction of Mankind " myth, which says, 
*' Behold, his majesty the god Ra is grown old ; his bones 

1 Breasted, op. cit. p. 46. 
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Colour Symbolism. 165 

are become silver, his limbs gold, and his hair pure lapis 
lazuli." 1 

Osiris, who, as green malachite powder, came down to 
Egypt in the Green Nile, entered the mother-tree, the 
sycamore, to be reborn as the living Horus. The sycamore 
was Hathor (" House of Horus " ) . Before the malachite 
Osiris could emerge in his new copper form he had to be 
burned. This fact caused the myths relating to the vege
tation forms of the deities to grow highly complex. Even 
in the Pyramid Age the fusion of beliefs regarding the 
Green Nile in its relation to vegetation, and of malachite 
and copper in their relation to the Nile and vegetation, 
became productive of the following mysterious t ex t : 

" Hail to thee, sycamore, which encloses the god, under 
which the gods of the Nether sky stand, whose tips are 
scorched, whose middle is burned, who art just in 
suffering." 1 

As Breasted notes, this is " the earliest native mention 
of the ceremony of enclosing an image of Osiris in a tree 
and burning it." The god was the malachite which had 
entered the womb of the mother tree. After the burning, 
the Red Horus emerged. Like the soul of Bata, in the story 
of the " Two Brothers," the soul of Horus might assume 
a vegetable or animal form, but there was malachite, the 
father of copper, in all things that contained life-substance. 
This idea of soul transformation is found in the Book of 
the Bead, where the soul of the dead may assume " the 
form of a falcon of gold, a divine falcon, a lily, a Phoenix, 
a heron, a swallow, a serpent, etc." • The reference to 
gold is interesting, for in early times the Egyptians appear 
to have regarded copper as a form of gold. Amon's image 
of gold was " his august emanation of pure gold." 4 The 

> A. W i e d e m a n n , Religion of tht Ancient Egyptians, p . 38. 
* B r e a s t e d , op. cit. p . 28. 

' B r e a s t e d , op. cit. p . 296. * Ibid. p . 245. 
I . 
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Colour Symbolism. 

Irish god Crom Cruach had an image of gold which faced 
the s o u t h : 1 the other idols (standing stones) that sur
rounded him were decorated with bronze. 

As the Egyptians made progress with their metallurgic 
experiments they discovered that gold and silver were 
united in electrum. A green electrum was found in situ: 
it is a natural alloy in Egypt. " Green gold " is referred 
to in the Egyptian texts.* It was used by the jewellers. 
The priestly experimenters, who were engaged not only in 
discovering how to work metals but in prying into the 
sacred secrets of the universe, found in time that they 
could separate the gold from the silver of natural electrum 
by employing quicksilver.* The process reduced quick
silver to a black powder. This black powder " was sup
posed," says Budge, " to possess the most marvellous 
powers and to contain in it the individualities of the 
various metals. . . . In a mystical manner this black 
powder was identified with the body which the god Osiris 
was known to possess in the Underworld, and to both 
were attributed magical qualities, and both were thought 
to be sources of life and power." 4 

The importance attached to the black powder dates 
back, like malachite symbolism, to the Pyramid Age when, 
as Maspero notes,* " the green powder (mazit) and the 
black powder (maszimit) formed part of the offerings 
considered indispensable to the deceased." 

The black powder was also identified with the black 
mud on the banks of the Low Nile which was quickened 
into life by the Green Nile. It appears to have been con
nected, too, with the Black Hathor, the mother of night 

1 Revue Critique. voL zvi . and De Jubainville, op. cit. chap. v. section 7. 
* Cairo Scientific Journal, vol iii. no. 32. 
> Gold and silver ultimately symbolised the god and goddess. Gilded 

silver-plate was favoured by early Christians. 
4 Budge, Egyptian Magic (London 1899). 
1 The Dawn of Civilization, p . 54, note 4. 
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Colour Symbolism. 167 

and death, from whom light and life emerged, and who 
rose from the black deep as a star and wept a fertilising 
tear of malachite dew. The Hathor star was the prototype 
of the Madonna's " Stella del Mare." Her darkness sym
bolized the Infinite Unknown, the primeval Darkness, 
which was the source of all power, light, life and know
ledge. Hathor was as the black powder, the All-mother, 
while the green powder was the father Osiris, her son and 
husband. Horus, the new form of Osiris, was " Husband 
of his Mother." 

As Egyptian Colour Symbolism leads us into Metal 
Symbolism, so does Metal Symbolism lead us into Alchemy, 
the Egyptian origin of which cannot be disputed. The 
germ of Egyptian Alchemy, like the germ of the Logos 
Doctrine, is as old as the Pyramid Age. 

" Side by side with the growth of skill in performing the 
ordinary powers of metal work in Egypt, there grew up," 
writes Budge, 1 " in that country the belief that magical 
powers existed in fluxes and alloys ; and the art of manipu
lating the metals and the knowledge of the chemistry of 
the metals and of their magical powers were described by 
the name of Khetneia, that is to say, ' preparation of the 
black ore ' (or ' powder'), which w a 3 regarded as the active 
principle in the transmutation of metals." 

What was meant by " transmutation " is brought out 
by Professor Arthur John Hopkins in a recent important 
article on " Earliest Alchemy." * " The transmutation 
claimed and attained by the Egyptians was," he writes, 
" essentially a colour transmutation." He believes that 
" the fundamental art which led up to alchemy was the 
dyeing of fabrics. . . . There is internal evidence that the 
dyeing of fabrics was carried on in the temple-workshops 
of Egypt by the priests, the methods and recipes of this 
art being kept a trade secret from the common people. . . . 

1 Egyptian Magic. 
* The Scientific Monthly (New York), June 1918, pp. 530 tt s«j. 
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Colour Symbolism. 

That the art of bronzing was practised in the same temple-
shop is attested by the juxtaposition of the recipes for 
dyeing and the recipes for bronzing in the Leyden papyrus ; 
also by the fact that the mordants used in dyeing were the 
first re-agents employed upon the metals; again, by the 
fact that the terms used in the art of dyeing were trans
ferred with a similar but different meaning to the bench of 
the bronzer." 

Not only were metals dyed (transmuted); colours were 
extracted from metals, as Principal Laurie, Edinburgh, has 
found. The substances from which sacred colours were 
derived were sacred substances. 

The importance of the colour-clue is further emphasised 
when we find that searchers for metals identified metallic 
rocks by their colours. This habit, which is no doubt of 
great antiquity, is revealed in a British Museum Library 
Manuscript (Harl. MSS. 251, fo. 109), which was written 
about 1603 by an English metal-searcher who visited 
Crawford Moor in Lanarkshire to ascertain if the gold 
deposits there could be profitably worked. 1 " Fyrste I doe 
conceave the rockes in collore and substance to be very 
myneralle," he begins, and then proceeds to say he found 
" motheres as the Scottish myneres call them and by our 
Englyshe leederes or metalline fumes picking betweene two 
rocks w* rocks the Germaynes call hingettes and liggets or 
maritus et uxore etc. The mettaline fumes or brethe of 
the vaines (of metals) gyve diveres tinctures and collores 
to both sydes of the rockes." In those places where gold 
is found in Scotland, the searcher saw " the blueshe and 
yellowe collerede leaderes." He was persuaded these 
coloured leaders extended to " vaynes of golde." The 
colours were caused by " metalline fumes." 

Much more remains to be said about Colour Symbolism 
as an important line of research, but space forbids me deal-

1 See Early Records Relating to Mining in Scotland, by R. W. Cochrane 
Patrick (Edinburgh 1878). 
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Colour Symbolism. 1 6 9 

ing further here with the mass of evidence I have collected. 
The publication of my book on the subject has been delayed 
by war conditions. 

I take this opportunity of acknowledging my indebted
ness to Dr. W. H. R. Rivers and Professor G. Elliot Smith 
for their help and encouragement. Both have provided 
literature I could not otherwise have obtained. To all 
students of colour symbolism I recommend Dr. W. H. R. 
Rivers' lecture on " Colour Vision " and Professor Elliot 
Smith's book, The Evolution of the Dragon. 

D O N A L D A . M A C K E N Z I E . 
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